
Enveloped in cables and midi controllers, the duo The Astray delivers truly synthetic 
Electrorock, precisely navigating the edge between mathematical complexity and Depeche 
Mode-esque hooks. Layers upon layers of melodies and ever
from Matt Duncan (Guitar, Keys, Vocals) and Owen Parker (Bass, Vocals).
 
Founded in early 2009 in Gelsenkirchen (Germany), the songs they wrote
been collected on their debut album LETTERS (April 2012). Dealing mainly with interpersonal 
relationships, its songs span calm as well as driving atmospheres.
The album is made available via Bandcamp for any price, even for free, complemented by a 
physical release with each cover being a unique, hand

Currently they play a roughly 90
handful of covers from Depeche Mode to Ratatat. Even live there is a sense of their analytic 
and technical approach to music,
and loop machines. Consequently it is not unusual for one hand to play the guitar while the 
other plays the synthesizer: With only two people on stage a lot has to happen simultaneously.

HisHisHisHistorytorytorytory::::    

2009 Foundation as a duo (previous projects include

2010 Reworking older songs, growing arsenal of control

2011 First (private) gigs, starting to record debut album

2012 Completion and release of LETTERS 
“Barrier” enters the Ruhrcharts of Radio Essen/Bochum

2013 About one show a month from August to 
Winner of their hometown’s Newcomer Festival
“Thief” enters the Ruhrcharts of Radio Essen/Bochum

2014 Starting to work on a new EP 

ShowsShowsShowsShows    more details on www.theastray.de/events

2013/ Aug. Panoptikum (Essen - GER) 
Oct. Rotunde (Bochum - GER)  
Nov. 10th Newcomer Festival – Jury Winner
Dec. Newcomer Rockshow – Philipp-Neri-Zentrum (Gelsenkirchen

Indietronic Party – Temple Bar (Essen
2014/ Apr. Panoptikum (Essen - GER) 

May. Open Art Jam (Gelsenkirchen – GER)

On theOn theOn theOn the    iiiinternet:nternet:nternet:nternet:    
Website: www.theastray.de 
Facebook: facebook.com/TheAstray
Twitter: twitter.com/TheAstray 
SoundCloud: soundcloud.com/TheAstray
Bandcamp: theastray.bandcamp.co
YouTube: youtube.com/AstrayVision
 

 

 

 

 

 

Enveloped in cables and midi controllers, the duo The Astray delivers truly synthetic 
Electrorock, precisely navigating the edge between mathematical complexity and Depeche 

hooks. Layers upon layers of melodies and ever-changing soundscapes stem 
from Matt Duncan (Guitar, Keys, Vocals) and Owen Parker (Bass, Vocals). 

Founded in early 2009 in Gelsenkirchen (Germany), the songs they wrote over the years have 
their debut album LETTERS (April 2012). Dealing mainly with interpersonal 

relationships, its songs span calm as well as driving atmospheres. 
The album is made available via Bandcamp for any price, even for free, complemented by a 

cover being a unique, hand-painted piece of art.

Currently they play a roughly 90-minute set of songs from LETTERS, new creations and a 
handful of covers from Depeche Mode to Ratatat. Even live there is a sense of their analytic 

music, with every sound being processed through software
and loop machines. Consequently it is not unusual for one hand to play the guitar while the 
other plays the synthesizer: With only two people on stage a lot has to happen simultaneously.

previous projects include "If True Equals False" and "City in the Sky") 

growing arsenal of controllers, everything is digitized 

First (private) gigs, starting to record debut album 

 
adio Essen/Bochum for four consecutive weeks 

ugust to December, new songs premiere live 
Winner of their hometown’s Newcomer Festival Gelsenkirchen 

adio Essen/Bochum for six consecutive weeks 

www.theastray.de/events    

Winner! (Gelsenkirchen - GER) 
Zentrum (Gelsenkirchen- GER) 

Temple Bar (Essen - GER) 

GER) 

 LETTERS available or streaming
facebook.com/TheAstray Bandcamp, iTunes, Spotify, Amazon,

 YouTube, 7digital, Deezer, emusic
soundcloud.com/TheAstray 

theastray.bandcamp.com Photos and graphics for the web
youtube.com/AstrayVision files.theastray.de/epk/Fotos-Logos

(by request we can provide these in a printable resolution

The AstrayThe AstrayThe AstrayThe Astray    

Layers of melodies / digital soundscapes,
Echoing synthesizers /  overdriven guitars:
Everchanging tones in mathematical environments.

Left: Matt Duncan, Right: Owen
Photo: Lars Degenhardt 

Enveloped in cables and midi controllers, the duo The Astray delivers truly synthetic 
Electrorock, precisely navigating the edge between mathematical complexity and Depeche 

changing soundscapes stem 
 

over the years have 
their debut album LETTERS (April 2012). Dealing mainly with interpersonal 

The album is made available via Bandcamp for any price, even for free, complemented by a 
painted piece of art. 

minute set of songs from LETTERS, new creations and a 
handful of covers from Depeche Mode to Ratatat. Even live there is a sense of their analytic 

with every sound being processed through software, effects 
and loop machines. Consequently it is not unusual for one hand to play the guitar while the 
other plays the synthesizer: With only two people on stage a lot has to happen simultaneously. 
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